
FEEDBACK OF 3 DAYS INTEGRATED CAPACITY BUILDING PROGRAM  

HELD AT CED, TRIVANDRUM (28 MAY 2018 – 30-MAY 2018) 

MY LEARNING 

 It was a reinforcement for me by going through the examples and activities of first 

session, it reminded me the importance of active participation and team management in 

work place, planning - long term and short term with daily to do notes, then the session 

gave an encouragement to do something innovative in field. Trainer given good 

suggestions for reading with name of some good books. While summing up the first 

session it gave a hand full learning i.e, Relationship in work place, Communication in 

workplace, Updating of knowledge about the working field, daily routine and to do list 

and goals to set last but not least the initiation and innovation in work, Most important is 

7 Success tips. 

 

 The session Urban Sector and overview, given an overview idea about Indian 

urbanization, the growth of urbanization the scope of urbanization, mostly it dealt with 

the characteristics of urban area in India and scope of urban projects and schemes. Most 

learning form this session is How to make an effective intervention among urban 

population and hoe to tackle the challenges while dealing with urban issues. Trainer 

highlighted the points: Mapping the urban Poverty, Information Based planning, 

Capacitating people and system, target fixing and Maximum utilization of resources. 

Also given an idea about 6 main missions for urban. Swach Bharat Mission, AMRUT, 

PAY, NULM, Smart City Mission, HRIDAY. Trainer highlighted the convergence of 

project resources in urban local governance.  

 

 Third session given idea about AMRUTH and its 11 reforms & 54 milestones the cities 

under AMRUT mission, the core area that aimed are Improvement in services delivery, 

Mobilization of resources, Ensuring transparency and accountability. 

 

 The session on E-Governance gave a brief idea about how we can make the government 

services to people friendly, by utilizing the scope of information.  It also helps to ensure 

the administration efficiency. We got opportunity to interact with trainer and give input to 

this session. It help me to think how can utilize the scope of information technology to 

deliver services efficiently. Also put a spark in mind to think how can make NULM 

services like Linkage loan, SEP and EST&P more effective and transparent by utilizing 

information technology. 

 

 The video conference to know the good practice in NULM practice helped to understand 

how the concept of CLC should be, it can’t be replicated here as how we seen in video 



conference but can consider some areas they concentrated. Also got an idea about how it 

can run profitably. 

 

 From the session of HRIDAY and Smart City Mission for me it was a session to compare 

Kerala with other states. the learning from this session is the planned development is 

more important for sustainability, and to know how the Kerala has to approach the 

developmental projects 

 

 From the session of Water supply and sanitation got idea about how the water supply 

chain works and how ensuring the clean drinking water. In sanitation I learned the water 

recycling and how can do it, what all are the methods using for it. Learned the scenario of 

Kerala state in water sanitation. 

 

 From the session of Swach Bharat Mission, learned the waste management it methods 

and how can make convergence with self employment program of NULM by starting 

recycling units, composting units, waste to energy unit plant construction etc. Then the 

important of public and community toilets. 

 

 The session on PMAY affordable housing scheme for  urban area, given an odea about 

hoe the scheme is and various components of the scheme, what all are the financial 

assistance giving through these components. 

 

 Session on DAY-NULM was a recap for me that to remind the objectives, components 

and functions of NULM and our role as city mission manager in effective implementation 

of the mission. This presentation stressed in importance of implementation of innovative 

projects. 

 

 SUGGESTIONS TO KUDUMBASHREE 

 It will be good the trainers give more importance in convergence of above project with 

NULM even it was an orientation, this will make CMMs to think about new and 

innovative projects as this as an input. 

FEED BACK OF TRAINING 

 Training was good, helped to know about various urban missions and its functions, all 

presentations were lecturing model even though the topics were not apt for an interactive 

but can include some success stories or experimental stories. 

PROJECT IDEA 



 Utilize the information technology for campaign of NULM, Convergence with AMRUT 

when relocating street vendors, Convergence with Swach Bharat Mission through 

building bio-gas plant and aerobic bin construction groups, recycling units, recyclable 

waste collection and segregation units etc. 
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